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Atomistic Investigations of the Effects of Si/Al Ratio and Al Distribution on the Adsorption Selectivity of n-Alkanes in Brønsted-Acid Zeolites

Chi-Ta Yang, † Amber Janda, ‡§ Alexis T. Bell, †§‡ and Li-Chiang Lin* †§‡

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past several decades, zeolites have been widely employed in many fields such as catalysis,1 gas separation,2 and ion exchange3 due to a variety of desirable properties such as excellent thermal and chemical stability, large surface areas, and geometrically diverse topologies. Zeolites are crystalline, microporous materials consisting of corner-sharing [AlO4]− and [SiO4] tetrahedra that form pores, cages, and/or channels of molecular dimensions. Brønsted-acid sites result when the negatively charged oxygen of [AlO4]− is compensated by a proton. Such acidic zeolites are vital in petroleum re-bimolecular mechanisms.8,9 The monomolecular mechanism, involving the interaction of an alkane C−C or C−H bond with a Brønsted proton, dominates at conditions of low surface coverage (low pressure and conversion),10 while the bimolecular mechanism, involving hydride transfer as well as oligomerization and beta scission of alkene intermediates,11,12 primarily occurs under industrial conditions (high pressure, conversion, and surface coverage). Because of its simplicity and well-defined kinetics, the monomolecular alkane cracking, and also dehydrogenation, have been the subject of a number of studies aimed at elucidating the influence of zeolite structure on cracking kinetics.13–21

Adsorption thermodynamics play a crucial role in monomolecular cracking kinetics because the apparent rate coefficient is proportional to the equilibrium constant for alkane adsorption onto Brønsted protons and the intrinsic rate coefficient.13,14,22–24 Measured activation parameters are consequently equal to the sum of the adsorption enthalpy and entropy and the intrinsic activation enthalpy and entropy, respectively.22,23 To elucidate the influence of the adsorption equilibrium on apparent kinetics, and to extract intrinsic kinetic parameters, it is therefore necessary to obtain adsorption
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thermodynamics of alkanes at protons (e.g., specific adsorption enthalpy and entropy, denoted respectively as $\Delta H_{\text{ads-H}}$ and $\Delta S_{\text{ads-H}}$; see Computational Method). We note that the adsorption of alkanes directly onto protons cannot be measured at reaction temperatures (>673 K), due to the tendency of the alkane to react and to locate increasingly at siliceous parts of the framework.23–27,24 As a result, computational studies have been employed to access this information.28,29

Recently, we have developed an approach to calculate adsorption of alkanes at protons in zeolites33 in which an efficient domain decomposition method was developed for use together with the Widom particle insertion method (described below). We also developed improved force field parameters34 to describe the interactions between the alkane and the proton, which moves rapidly among the O atoms of the negatively charged AlO4− groups at the temperature of cracking.30,31 This methodology enabled us to systematically investigate the effects of zeolite pore and cage topology on the adsorption thermodynamics of n-alkanes adsorbed at Bronsted acid sites.32 While a compensating effect of correlated changes in adsorption entropy and enthalpy on the free energy generally exists, it was found in our previous work that the adsorption free energy can be tuned by manipulating a characteristic dimension (e.g., changing the pore size) and topology (e.g., adding cages) simultaneously.33 It is anticipated that this development can also facilitate the discovery of novel Bronsted-acid zeolites, serving as a powerful approach to discover zeolite candidates possessing desirable adsorption properties for alkane cracking. For example, by examining adsorption data reported in our recent theoretical work14 together with selectivity data from our recent experimental work,15 it can be seen that zeolites with higher selectivity to central C–C adsorption are also generally more intrinsically selective to central C–C cracking. Thus, an improved understanding of what zeolite properties influence the selectivity to adsorption of different C–C bonds of an alkane can serve as a guideline for the rational design of structures that are most likely to crack an alkane at a desired location.

Although significant progress has been made in understanding the influence of zeolite structure on alkane adsorption,9 it is noted that these studies were performed for zeolites containing only isolated Bronsted protons. An atomic level understanding of the effects of the distributions of multiple Al atoms among different T-sites and channel environments, as well as of their proximity, is lacking. In this study, the adsorption properties of C4–C6 n-alkanes in Bronsted-acidic FAU, MOR, MFI, TON, FER, KFI, and MWW were investigated, using CBMC simulations in the Henry region,16 which corresponds to the low coverages relevant to monomolecular cracking, as functions of the Si/Al ratio and Al distributions. Attention is focused on the selectivity ratio for adsorption via a central vs terminal C–C bond, which is expected to influence the selectivity for monomolecular alkane cracking. As noted above, it is expected that zeolites that are more selective to central C–C adsorption will generally also be more intrinsically selective to central C–C cracking.12 Cracking at this location would be preferred in industrial applications such as the cracking of naphtha range alkanes to liquefied petroleum gas (LPG).

In the present study, the accuracy and transferability of the force field was first evaluated by comparing theoretical predictions with experimentally available measurements of $\Delta H_{\text{ads-H}}$ and $\Delta S_{\text{ads-H}}$ at room temperature in several Bronsted-acid zeolite frameworks having a range of Si/Al ratios. Next, the effects of the Si/Al ratio (ranging from 2 to 71) for adsorption of C4–C6 n-alkanes in a given zeolite framework was investigated for sets of 10 zeolite samples of the framework with random distributions of Al atoms. The role of the Al distribution in influencing the adsorption selectivity for a given framework at a constant Si/Al ratio was also studied. Notably, our results show that the selectivity toward adsorption via central C–C bonds can vary by as much as a factor of 2 as a function of the Al distribution among different T-sites. High selectivity to central C–C adsorption in 10 zeolite samples with randomly generated Al distributions was found to correlate strongly with the number of Al atoms located at T-site locations that exhibit high selectivity, while the range of the overall selectivity observed among samples correlated with the variation in selectivity among the individual T-sites. T-sites located in a more confined space appear to promote the adsorption of central C–C bonds. However, further study is needed in order to achieve a quantitative understanding of the effects of geometry on the selectivity ratio. The presence of nearby Al atoms (i.e., proximate Al atoms) was also found to affect the selectivity at a given T-site and increase the selectivity to central C–C adsorption. In order to gain atomistic understandings, insights into the enthalpy and entropy of adsorption are also discussed in the context of density maps that illustrate the distribution of configurations of the alkane near the proton.

Overall, the selectivity of alkanes for adsorbing via central vs terminal C–C bonds at Bronsted protons in zeolites is not generally constant for a given framework type, and exhibits more sample-to-sample variation for high Si/Al ratios and for more heterogeneous frameworks having a large range of the adsorption selectivity among individual T-sites. The results of this study provide a systematic understanding of the effects of the Si/Al ratio and the Al distribution on adsorption selectivity in zeolite materials, and facilitate the rational design of better zeolite catalysts to promote the cracking of central C–C bonds.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

Configurational-bias Monte Carlo (CBMC) simulations were used to compute the adsorption properties of linear alkanes (propane through n-hexane) in Bronsted-acid zeolites. Seven zeolites including MFI, TON, FER, MWW, MOR, KFI, and FAU were studied, chosen mainly on the basis of available experimental data.32–35 The atomic structure of these zeolites was taken from the database of the International Zeolite Association (IZA).36 In these calculations, to describe intermolecular and intramolecular interactions of alkanes, the TraPPE model,37 a united atom approach, was adopted for representing methyl (–CH3) and methylene (–CH2−) groups of the alkanes. Nonbonded intermolecular interactions were described by Lennard-Jones 6–12 potentials, while appropriate potential functions were adopted to describe intramolecular interactions of bond stretching, bending, and torsion. To account for the interactions between linear alkane molecules and zeolite framework oxygen atoms, parameters developed by Dubbeldam et al.38,39 for all-silica zeolites were used. The interaction between an alkane molecule and a Bronsted-acidic proton associated with the framework Al atom was described in our previous work,40 an effective potential was developed for the interaction between the alkane and the oxygen atoms attached to Al atoms to account for the rapid relocation of the proton occurring at temperatures of cracking (>673 K).30,31
This parameter set was determined by fitting experimental data for n-alkane adsorption in Bronsted-acidic FAU (a structure that has 12-MR pores and large cages), using the experimental values of \( \Delta H_{\text{ads}} \) (in contrast to the specific adsorption at protons, \( \Delta H_{\text{ads}} \) corresponds to the enthalpy change for overall adsorption anywhere within the zeolite, including at protons). The Si/Al ratio of the experimental sample was matched to that used in the simulation. This potential was further validated for alkanes adsorbed in CHA (8-MR pores and smaller cages), and \( \Delta H_{\text{ads}} \) determined by CBMC was found to differ from experimental values by only 0.1–0.3 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). Thus, the force field developed is likely to be transferable to zeolites with a wide range of pore sizes; however, a more detailed evaluation of the potential is still needed. Although the previously developed potential has been shown to reproduce overall adsorption properties well in the aforementioned two structures, its accuracy remains unknown for its predictions of specific adsorption properties in zeolites with a wide range of structural features and varying Si/Al ratios. As noted previously and discussed below, we have therefore carried out a comprehensive comparison between CBMC-predicted values of \( \Delta H_{\text{ads}} \) and \( \Delta S_{\text{ads}} \) and experimental values for alkanes in seven different zeolites.

The Widom test particle insertion method\(^{13,42}\) was used to probe the energy surface for alkane adsorption in zeolites (i.e., \( U_{\text{int}} \) interaction energies between zeolites and alkanes) at infinite dilution (i.e., the Henry region)\(^{13,43,22,23,44}\). Several million test particle insertions were carried out to ensure statistically accurate averages. Using the Widom particle method, the enthalpy of adsorption (\( \Delta H_{\text{ads}} \)) can be computed by\(^{23,44}\)

\[
\Delta H_{\text{ads}} = \Delta U_{\text{ads}} - RT = \langle U_{\text{bg}} \rangle - \langle U_{\text{ads}} \rangle - \langle U_{\text{g}} \rangle - RT \tag{1}
\]

where \( \langle U_{\text{bg}} \rangle \), \( \langle U_{\text{ads}} \rangle \), and \( \langle U_{\text{g}} \rangle \) are the Boltzmann-weighted averages of the interaction energies of the zeolite-adsorbate, the zeolite, and the gas, respectively. In these calculations, the zeolite framework is treated as rigid and, therefore, the value of \( U_{\text{g}} \) is essentially zero. The Henry’s law coefficient (\( K_H \)) can also be derived from the inserted configurations using the ratio of the average Rosenbluth weights of the adsorbate in the zeolite framework (i.e., \( \langle W \rangle \)) and in the ideal gas phase (i.e., \( \langle W_{\text{bg}} \rangle \)), respectively;

\[
K_H = \frac{1}{\rho_T RT} \frac{\langle W \rangle}{\langle W_{\text{bg}} \rangle} \tag{2}
\]

where \( \rho_T \) is the mass density of the zeolite framework. With eqs 1 and 2, the entropy of adsorption (\( \Delta S_{\text{ads}} \)) can then be calculated from

\[
\Delta S_{\text{ads}} = \frac{\Delta H_{\text{ads}}}{T} + R[1 + \ln(\rho_T RT K_H)] \tag{3}
\]

It is important to note that \( \Delta U_{\text{ads}} \), \( \Delta H_{\text{ads}} \), \( \Delta S_{\text{ads}} \) and \( K_H \) (denoted as overall adsorption properties) correspond respectively to the adsorption energy, enthalpy, entropy and Henry’s coefficient for alkanes located anywhere within the zeolite, which includes adsorbrates in a reactant state near Bronsted acid protons (i.e., specific adsorption) and in siliceous parts of the framework.\(^{13,43}\)

For alkane cracking, as pointed out in our previous work and in the introduction,\(^{13,43}\) specific adsorption properties are of particular interest given that they are directly related to the overall catalytic activity for monomolecular cracking. To obtain the properties corresponding to specific adsorption, a domain decomposition approach\(^{13,45}\) was developed. This method extracts the configurations at reactant states from all inserted trial configurations, allowing one to effectively and directly compute specific adsorption properties at Bronsted acidic protons. The resulting specific adsorption properties for internal energies, enthalpies, the Henry’s coefficients, and entropies at protons are denoted as \( \Delta U_{\text{ads-H+}} \), \( \Delta H_{\text{ads-H+}} \), \( K_H \), and \( \Delta S_{\text{ads-H+}} \). An inserted alkane configuration is assigned to the reactant state when a C–C bond is located within a cutoff radius \( r_C \) of an Al atom positioned at T-site \( i \).\(^{22}\) A value of \( j = 1 \) indicates the terminal bond, while values of 2, 3, etc. indicate nonterminal bonds with larger values corresponding to bonds further away from the terminal bond. Using \( n \)-hexane as an example, \( j = 1 \) (1) specifies its terminal bond, while \( j = 3 \) (3) refers to its centermost bond and \( j = 2 \) (2) to the bond in between. From the domain decomposition, specific adsorption properties of bond \( j \) of an alkane at a particular T-site \( i \), (i.e., \( \Delta U_{\text{ads-H+}}(ij) \) and \( K_H(ij) \)), the Henry’s constant for bond \( j \) of a guest alkane adsorbed at T-site \( i \), can be derived from CBMC simulations. By using the aforementioned eqs 1, 2, and 3 with \( \rho_T \) becoming \( 1/V_{\text{mol}} n_{\text{p}} \) (where \( n_{\text{p}} \) is the moles of protons per kilogram of zeolite and \( V_{\text{mol}} \) is the volume contained within one mole of spheres of cutoff radius, \( r_C \)), \( \Delta H_{\text{ads-H+}}(ij) \) and \( \Delta S_{\text{ads-H+}}(ij) \) can then be calculated.\(^{22}\) To obtain average values of \( \Delta H_{\text{ads-H+}}(ij) \) over all bonds \( j \) of an alkane at each T-site \( i \), \( \Delta H_{\text{ads-H+}}(i) \) at a T-site \( i \) is determined from the Boltzmann-weighted average of \( \Delta H_{\text{ads-H+}}(ij) \) over all C–C bonds \( j \). The value of \( \Delta S_{\text{ads-H+}}(i) \) is then determined from the value of \( \Delta H_{\text{ads-H+}}(i) \) as described in refs 13 and 22.

Although the aforementioned approach has been shown to predict specific adsorption properties for isolated T-sites in Bronsted-acid zeolites, it lacks the ability to compute specific adsorption properties in zeolites at varying Si/Al ratios (i.e., with multiple Al atoms).\(^{13,22}\) We have extended the capability of the domain decomposition approach to calculate the specific alkane adsorption in zeolites at varying Si/Al ratios. We utilized Zeo++\(^{45}\) to construct zeolite structures for a given Si/Al ratio by randomly distributing Al atoms following Lowenstein’s rule.\(^{46}\) For each studied structure at a Si/Al ratio of interest, 10 random samples \( s \) were generated. The specific adsorption properties of \( n \)-alkanes onto all protons in each of the 10 generated samples were sampled directly via the Widom particle insertion method with the domain decomposition approach. The obtained specific internal energy and Henry’s coefficients of the bond \( j \) of a guest alkane in sample \( s \) are represented as \( \Delta U_{\text{ads-H+}}(s_j) \) and \( K_H(\text{ads-H+})(s_j) \), respectively. The same notation is used for the specific adsorption enthalpy \( \Delta H_{\text{ads-H+}}(s_j) \) and entropy \( \Delta S_{\text{ads-H+}}(s_j) \). To obtain averaged adsorption properties of the sample \( s \) over \( j \) bonds (e.g., \( \Delta H_{\text{ads-H+}}(s) \)), the same approach as described above was used. Assuming that each of the 10 sampled Al distributions for a given Si/Al ratio is equally probable, the specific adsorption properties for each Si/Al ratio (averaged over the 10 different randomly generated distributions) correspond to the ensemble averages given by

\[
\langle \Delta H_{\text{ads-H+}} \rangle = \frac{\sum_i s \Delta H_{\text{ads-H+}}(s)}{\sum_i s} \exp\left(\frac{-\Delta U_{\text{ads-H+}}(i)}{RT}\right) \tag{4}
\]
favorable configurations. Warmer colors on the maps show the probability of a C atom being located within square bins of a side length 0.07 Å. Visualizing the configurations were collected every 20 attempts. The simulation results corresponded to relatively high Si/Al ratios. It is important to highlight the fact that of the experimental sample, as shown in the SI, Figure S1, a set of the adsorption properties predicted by CBMC simulations among 10 samples with randomly generated Al distributions (i.e., the highest and lowest value). The $R^2$ value was calculated using the parity line as the fitted curve.

$$<\Delta S_{\text{ads-H}^+}> = R \ln \left[ \sum_y f_y \exp \left( - \frac{\Delta G_{\text{ads-H}^+}(y)}{RT} \right) \right]$$

$$+ \frac{\langle \Delta H_{\text{ads-H}^+} \rangle}{T}$$

where $f_y$ is equal to $1/n$ where $n$ is the number of randomly generated Al distributions (in this study, $n = 10$). We note that, for comparison of the CBMC-calculated values of $\Delta S_{\text{ads-H}^+}$ with experimental data, the values of $\Delta S_{\text{ads-H}^+}$ determined using eq 5 were further adjusted using eq 20 of ref 22 such that the value of $\Delta S_{\text{ads-H}^+}$ has the same reference state as that used in the experimental studies (i.e., pressure of 1 atm and a fractional coverage of acid sites of 0.5, denoted as the standard adsorption entropy, $\Delta S_{\text{ads-H}^+}^{\text{standard}}$).

The adsorption selectivity via a central vs a terminal bond is defined as the ratio of the corresponding Henry’s coefficients, $K_{\text{H}_{\text{H}-\text{H}}}(j3)/K_{\text{H}_{\text{H}-\text{H}}}(j1)$ or $K_{\text{H}_{\text{H}-\text{H}}}(j2)/K_{\text{H}_{\text{H}-\text{H}}}(j1)$. As an example, the adsorption selectivity at each Si/Al ratio is represented by the ratio of the averaged Henry’s coefficient (averaged over 10 samples at each ratio) for central bond adsorption to that for terminal bond adsorption. To better interpret the adsorption selectivity of the central/(j3) vs terminal (j1) bonds of n-hexane in Brønsted-acid zeolites, density maps were constructed to visualize the configurations of the alkane in j3 and j1 reactant states. For this purpose, CBMC simulations in a canonical (NTV) ensemble were performed with one alkane molecule in the simulation box. More than 30 million Monte Carlo moves including rotation, translation, and reinsertion were carried out, and configurations were collected every 20 attempts. The coordinates of carbon atoms were extracted if they are in the reactant state (within the cutoff radius of the Al atoms). The locations of these coordinates were presented as density maps by projecting onto $x$−$y$, $x$−$z$, or $y$−$z$ planes. The color scale of the maps shows the probability of a C atom being located within square bins of a side length 0.07 Å. Warmer colors on the map (i.e., red vs blue) indicate more thermodynamically favorable configurations.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We begin with a discussion of the accuracy and transferability of the adopted force field in describing alkane adsorption in zeolites by comparing the CBMC-predicted specific adsorption properties with available experimental data for seven zeolites having different Si/Al ratios. We then discuss the dependence of the specific adsorption properties on the Si/Al ratios (Al concentrations) and Al spatial distribution, which includes the siting of Al atoms as well as their proximity, to shed light on the observed variation in the central-to-terminal bond selectivity ratio.

3.1. Agreement between Computational Predictions and Experimental Measurements. To facilitate the computational discovery of Brønsted-acid zeolites for alkane cracking, it is of utmost importance to verify the accuracy of simulation predictions. In this study, we carried out a comprehensive comparison between simulations and experimental measurements for the specific adsorption enthalpies and entropies of propane to $n$-hexane in the aforementioned seven zeolites at varying Si/Al ratios. The zeolites studied include FAU(2.7), MOR(10), MFI(35), TON(45), FER(30), KFI(4), and MWW(13) with the Si/Al ratio included in parentheses. The Si/Al ratio is the same for zeolites used in the simulations and in the corresponding experimental studies. As shown in Figure 1a, good agreement is achieved between simulated and experimentally measured values of the specific adsorption enthalpy for C3−C6 n-alkanes in zeolites (with an $R^2$ value of 0.85), clearly suggesting that the force field is accurate and can be transferable to a variety of zeolites with varying Si/Al ratios. It is important to again highlight the fact that the new approach implemented in this study is capable of computing specific adsorption properties in zeolites having different Si/Al ratios. In the previous studies, adsorption properties were computed for isolated T-sites; thus, the simulation results corresponded to relatively high Si/Al ratios. When the Si/Al ratio used in the simulation does not match that of the experimental sample, as shown in the SI, Figure S1, a comprehensive comparison between simulations and experimental studies.
notable discrepancy between simulations and experiments is found. Unlike the good agreement achieved for the specific adsorption enthalpies, a systematic discrepancy between the CBMC-determined and experimentally derived specific standard adsorption entropies (see SI Figure S2) was observed. It was found that, as in ref 22, the entropy of adsorption depends critically on the choice of \( r_c \) (used to define molecular configurations at the reactant state as discussed in the Computational Method section), whereas the enthalpy of adsorption does not. A value of \( r_c = 5.5 \) Å appears to give a reasonable match between the simulations and the entropy of adsorption and the value obtained from experiments, as shown in Figure 1b. However, the agreement of the enthalpy of adsorption with experimental values is relatively insensitive to the cutoff radius for small perturbations of this parameter (see SI Figure S3), as was also found in ref 22. The need for a larger cutoff radius for a better agreement for the entropy might be attributed to how the force field was parametrized. This force field was developed by adjusting only the depth of the potential well (i.e., the \( \epsilon \) parameter of the 6–12 Lennard-Jones potential), based on parameters for siliceous zeolites, instead of the location of the minimum in the potential (i.e., the \( \sigma \) parameter of the 6–12 Lennard-Jones potential) in order to fit the data to measured overall adsorption enthalpies (i.e., \( \Delta H_{ad} \)). It is possible that the adsorption distance from the protons calculated using the developed force field has been overestimated to be slightly longer than it should be and therefore, a larger value of \( r_c \) is required to compensate for the systematic undercounting of reactant state configurations that results from the lower value (5.0 Å) used previously for \( r_c \). However, considering the uncertainty in the experimental measurements and that the determination of entropies is very sensitive to measured equilibrium adsorption constants, a cutoff radius of 5.0 Å was still used in this study for computing the specific adsorption properties of \( n \)-alkanes onto protons. This value of the cutoff radius is also consistent with our previous work.13,43,22,23 In summary, a good agreement between simulations and experiments has been demonstrated for \( \Delta H_{ad,H^+} \) and \( \Delta S_{ad,H^+}^0 \). Using the above-described approach, the effects of Si/Al ratios and Al distributions on the specific adsorption of alkanes in Bronsted-acid zeolites are investigated next.

### 3.2. Effects of Si/Al Ratios on Adsorption Selectivity

In this section, we systematically investigate the effects of Si/Al ratio on the specific adsorption properties of alkanes at Bronsted-acid sites in different zeolites. As mentioned above, the adsorption selectivity contributes to the reaction selectivity of monomolecular cracking. The adsorption selectivity was calculated as the ratio of the Henry’s coefficient for central bonds to that for terminal bonds (\( K_{H-p}(j3)/K_{H-p}(j1) \) or \( K_{H-p}(j2)/K_{H-p}(j1) \)) averaged over 10 samples with randomly generated Al distributions; see Computational Method for more details). To achieve better central cracking selectivity, one would like to achieve as high a value as possible for this ratio. The value of the central to terminal selectivity ratio was studied for a range of Si/Al ratios from 2 to 71 for C4–C6 \( n \)-alkanes. In the following discussion, for simplicity and using \( n \)-hexane as an example, the specific adsorption selectivity of central(j3) vs terminal(j1) bond adsorption is denoted as j3/j1.

Figure 2 shows the central-to-terminal bond selectivity ratio for C4 to C6 \( n \)-alkanes at 333 and 773 K in two Bronsted-acid zeolites, MFI and FER, as a function of Si/Al ratio. The selectivity presented in the figure is averaged over the 10 randomly generated samples at each ratio. Interestingly, this
The figure shows that for some structures, an optimum Si/Al ratio exists that maximizes the central-to-terminal adsorption selectivity. At a Si/Al ratio of 17, MFI shows the highest $j_3/j_1$ selectivity of 1.19 for hexane at 333 K, whereas a Si/Al ratio of 70 leads to a lower value of 1.07. The selectivity ratios for $n$-pentane ($j_2/j_1$) and $n$-butane ($j_2/j_1$) also show an approximately 10% higher selectivity at lower ratios relative to higher ratios. For FER, more favorable selectivity for hexane ($j_3/j_1$) was observed at a higher Si/Al ratio, an increasing trend from 1.05 at FER(7) to 1.18 at FER(70). Similar trends hold for hexane ($j_2/j_1$), hexane ($j_3/j_2$), and pentane ($j_2/j_1$) in FER. By contrast, the adsorption selectivity for TON, MWW, MOR, KFI, and FAU (see SI Figures S4 and S5) exhibits essentially no difference in the selectivity ratio as a function of Si/Al ratio. Overall, MFI and FER tend to have a larger $j_3/j_1$ selectivity for hexane, although the $j_3/j_2$ selectivity is the highest for MFI at 773 K. MWW, MOR, KFI, and FAU have a higher selectivity for hexane ($j_3/j_2$), whereas TON shows an opposite trend, namely, that the $j_3/j_2$ selectivity for hexane is lowest and the $j_3/j_1$ selectivity for butane is the highest. It is interesting that the variations in selectivity as a function of Si/Al ratio are even less pronounced at higher temperatures, possibly because the larger thermal motion of the alkane at a high temperature makes the terminal and central bonds become more indistinguishable, resulting in a smaller variation of the selectivity.

In summary, the influence of Si/Al ratio on the selectivity ratio is in general weak and differs qualitatively across framework types. However, it can be inferred that it is the specific interaction of the alkane with multiple protons that drives the observed variation of adsorption properties with Si/Al ratio, since the concentration of proximate or "paired" Al atoms changes with this ratio in zeolites with a random distribution of Al. Rice et al. have shown that the fraction of Al next nearest neighbors varies from 0.64 for a Si/Al ratio of 12 to 0.22 for a Si/Al ratio of 48, if the Al atoms are distributed randomly in MFI. This raises the question of how Al proximity in general affects the adsorption selectivity. The effects of proximate Al atoms cannot be inferred simply by varying the Si/Al ratio, because such an analysis is complicated by the fact that the interaction between proximate protons and adsorbed alkanes is likely to depend in a complex way on the distribution of proximate Al atoms over different T-sites as well as on the total number of Al atoms in close proximity to the alkane. In order to investigate the effects of Al proximity on adsorption in a reactant state systematically and without such complications, the adsorption selectivity was investigated for an Al located at T1 in MFI with a second Al located at different nearby locations, as discussed in section 3.3.3.

3.3. Variation in Adsorption Selectivity. 3.3.1. Effects of Al Distributions. In contrast to the marginal effect of Si/Al ratio, adsorption selectivity was found to vary considerably among different samples (10 samples with randomly generated Al distributions for each zeolite) at a given Si/Al ratio, suggesting that the Al distribution strongly affects the central-to-terminal selectivity. Figure 3 shows the difference between the highest and the lowest selectivity for 10 studied samples at each Si/Al ratio for MFI, TON, FER, and MWW at a temperature of 333 K. Data for FAU, MOR, and KFI are shown in SI Figure S6. In MFI, the selectivity ratio for hexane adsorption ($j_3/j_1$) among different Al distributions at a Si/Al ratio of 35 can vary by as much as 0.67 (i.e., largest: 1.46 and lowest: 0.79, a nearly 2-fold difference) at 333 K, such selectivity variation can also be seen in MWW for hexane ($j_3$/...
j1) at the Si/Al ratio of 40. As expected, the variation in the selectivity among the 10 samples is again smaller at a higher temperature (i.e., 773 K, see SI Figures S7 and S8) likely due to the larger thermal motion. However, a considerable difference between the maximum and minimum adsorption selectivity—approximately 60% (lowest: 0.71 and highest: 1.10) is still observed (see SI Figure S7). Because the Al distribution differs among the 10 samples, this large selectivity variation suggests that if the Al distributions that lead to high adsorption selectivity could be understood and controlled (discussed below), the specific central-to-terminal adsorption selectivity could be optimized. Moreover, Figures 3 and S6 also show that considerable selectivity variation is observed for Si/Al ratios larger than 10 for most zeolites. This suggests that, for zeolites with a high Si/Al ratio, experimentally measured kinetics or adsorption thermodynamics from a single sample may not be representative of the effects of the zeolite structure in aggregate.

In general, our results show that the selectivity of hexane(j3/j1) adsorption exhibits the largest variation at a given Si/Al ratio, which indicates that the adsorption selectivity ratio for larger alkanes is more sensitive to the Al distribution. In other words, the adsorption affinities of the central and terminal bonds of larger alkanes show a higher sensitivity to the Al distribution. We therefore anticipate that the variation in central-to-terminal selectivity would probably become even larger for longer alkane molecules. It is therefore interesting that the variation in selectivity is larger for butane relative to hexane in FER, which may be a consequence of a better match between the size of the FER cage and the size of a butane molecule. Therefore, butane may be able to adopt some specific configurations within FER at certain Al distributions, resulting in a larger variation of the adsorption selectivity.

To investigate the effect of the Al distribution on adsorption selectivity in greater detail, we next examine the selectivity ratios for each of the 10 samples generated for a given Si/Al ratio. We focus our attention on zeolites with Si/Al ratios identical to those used previously for the comparison of adsorption thermodynamic data between simulations and experiments (i.e., MFI(35), FAU(2.7), MOR(10), TON(45), FER(30), KFI(4), and MWW(13)).

Figure 4. Selectivity ratio for adsorption of a central(j3) vs terminal(j1) bond of C4–C6 n-alkanes for 10 samples having different (and randomly generated) Al distributions in Brønsted-acid MFI(35), TON(45), and FER(30) at 333 K. (a) Butane(j2/j1), (b) pentane(j2/j1), (c) hexane(j2/j1), and (d) hexane(j3/j1) (j1 indicates the terminal bond while j2 and j3 indicate nonterminal bonds with larger values corresponding to bonds closer to the center of the n-alkanes).
Figure 5. (a) Selectivity ratio for adsorption of central (j3) vs terminal (j1) bonds of n-hexane at each of the 12 distinct T-sites of Brønsted-acid MFI, (b) the difference in the adsorption enthalpy between j3 and j1, and (c) the difference in the adsorption entropy between j3 and j1. The average uncertainties for values for Δ(ΔH) and Δ(ΔS) are 0.46 kJ mol$^{-1}$ and 1.09 J mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$, respectively. These values were determined by comparing results obtained using half the number of Monte Carlo cycles relative to that used to obtain the data reported in this figure.

Figure 6. Difference between the highest and lowest values of the adsorption selectivity ratio for central (j3) vs terminal (j1) bonds of n-hexane among 10 different samples of a given Si/Al ratio at 333 K (the 10 samples of each zeolite structure have random distributions of Al as described in section 3.2), vs the range in the selectivity ratio among distinct T-sites of Brønsted-acid zeolites, labeled on the figure, with Si/Al ratios larger than 10. (Si/Al ratios are given in parentheses.)

2.7 and 4 used in section 3.1. The larger Si/Al ratios were chosen for the preset analysis because, as discussed in section 3.3, higher Si/Al ratios exhibit greater variability in the selectivity ratio among samples; thus, to allow for direct comparison of data points in Figure 6, large (i.e., > 10) Si/Al ratios were employed. The vertical axis corresponds to the difference between the maximum and minimum value of the adsorption selectivity ratio across the 10 samples having different Al distributions, while the horizontal axis gives the difference between the maximum and minimum selectivity ratio among distinct T-sites (inaccessible T-sites possessing a Gibbs free energy of adsorption larger than 5 kJ/mol at 333 K were excluded).

These results can be used to explain why MFI exhibits the largest variation in selectivity among 10 samples of a given Si/Al ratio, followed by MWW (as seen in Figure 3). For large Si/Al ratios the range in selectivity ratio among different samples with randomly generated Al distributions is expected to converge to the range of selectivity ratios among the individual isolated T-sites; Figure 6 shows that the range for individual T-sites is largest for MFI and MWW. This observation also suggests that the variation in selectivity among individual T-sites can serve as a good descriptor for identifying zeolites..
whose adsorption properties (and, by extension, cracking selectivities) may be very sensitive to the siting of Al atoms. For such structures, the adsorption thermodynamics and cracking kinetics for a given sample may not be representative of the zeolite structure in aggregate. Thus, it is important to average over different samples when comparing rate or adsorption data across different zeolites having such structures. On the other hand, for zeolites that are identified to have large variation in the adsorption properties among T-sites, the cracking selectivity could potentially be tuned by controlling the Al distribution. The ability to do so would also be desirable when structural heterogeneity is desired, for example, to permit only certain reactants to enter the zeolite via channels, but where it is desired that the reaction take place at cages or other locations with significantly different adsorption properties.

The high adsorption selectivity observed for some of the 10 samples studied for MFI(35) at 333 K was found to correlate strongly with the number of Al atoms sited at individual T-sites in the structure having high selectivity. Figure 7a shows a plot of the adsorption selectivity ratio for MFI vs the number of Al atoms located in sites T1, T2, and T12. The same correlation is observed if only the number Al atoms at T1 (which has the highest selectivity) is counted (see SI Figure S11). Conversely, a negative correlation is observed between the selectivity ratio and the number of Al atoms at sites T4, T5, T6, and T7 (the four least selective sites) in the structures, as shown in Figure 7b. The same relationship was also found for n-hexane in MFI(35) at 773 K. Even at this elevated temperature, sample S8 still exhibits the highest j3/j1 selectivity ratio, and site T1 is still the most selective T-site (see SI Figure S12). However, it should be noted that, depending on the relative importance of entropic vs enthalpic effects at different temperatures, the most selective of the 10 samples and the most selective T-sites may change. The correlations seen in Figure 7 demonstrate again the important role of Al siting in determining the adsorption selectivity. A zeolite with more Al atoms sited at more selective T-sites will exhibit a higher overall adsorption selectivity and vice versa. Accordingly, a broader spectrum of adsorption selectivity ratios among different T-sites in a zeolite is anticipated to lead to a larger variation in selectivity ratios among different Al distributions.

These results demonstrate that the siting of Al atoms at T-sites exhibiting high or low j3/j1 selectivity strongly determines the adsorption selectivity, and indicate that a desirable Al distribution should contain Al atoms sited at those locations possessing high adsorption selectivity for central bond adsorption. Therefore, it is important that a computational screening study with the aim of identifying promising zeolite candidates for future experimental investigations should include calculations for each T-site of a zeolite. It is noted that previous experimental studies have demonstrated the possibility of synthesizing zeolites with Al atoms located at particular T-sites. Han et al. have shown evidence for nonrandom siting of Al in MFI using Al MAS and MQ MAS NMR. Sklenak et al. have concluded that the siting of Al atoms in framework T-sites depends on the conditions of zeolite synthesis. These experimental studies and several other studies support the possibility of targeting preferred Al siting via advanced synthesis methods, thus providing opportunities to enhance the cracking selectivity at central vs terminal C–C bonds.

To unravel the effects of the local environment surrounding a T-site on the adsorption selectivity, we have also investigated the local geometry of the most selective T-site for hexane j3/j1 adsorption at 333 K in each of the seven zeolites studied. The selectivity ratios for these T-sites range from 0.4 (for KFI site T1) to 1.83 (for MFI site T1). The structural files for the local geometry of these seven T-sites can be found in the Supporting Information. Overall, it was found that a more confined space generally leads to a higher selectivity ratio for adsorption via central C–C bonds relative to terminal ones. For example, T1 (FAU) and T1 (KFI), both located in large cages approximately 15 Å in diameter (without excluding the van der Waals radii of the framework atoms), have a selectivity ratio that is 2 times lower than that of T4 (MOR), located at a channel with a size of nearly 10 Å. T-sites such as T1 (FER) are situated within a channel of about 7 Å in diameter and exhibit a higher selectivity ratio (1.35) compared to that of T4 (MOR) (1.17). These simple descriptors (e.g., pore or cage size) are generally inadequate for fully describing the local geometry and, therefore, its effect on the selectivity ratio. For example, T1 (MFI), which is also located in a channel ~7 Å in diameter, has a selectivity ratio of 1.83, higher than that for T1 (FER). Its location near the intersection of the straight and sinusoidal
channels may be slightly less confining toward j3 adsorption relative to T1(FER), resulting in higher selectivity of central vs terminal C–C bond adsorption, but this subtle difference in local environment is not easily captured by one characteristic dimension. Additionally, T5(MWW) is located in a side pocket, which is anticipated to exhibit adsorption properties that are also not captured easily by a single channel or cage diameter. More realistic geometry descriptors (e.g., length of channel/cage segments, surface curvature) are therefore needed to describe the local geometry at T-sites in order to achieve quantitatively improved understandings of the effects of structure on adsorption. Such a study is outside the scope of the present work, and will be an important subject of a future investigation.

3.3.3. Effects of Al Spatial Proximity. In addition to the Al distribution among T-sites, the spatial proximity of individual Al atoms was found to influence the adsorption selectivity of alkanes in zeolites, as discussed in this section. To facilitate the discussion, n-hexane and MFI(35) are again used as examples and the adsorption configurations of the j3 and j1 bonds are visualized for two of the 10 samples using density maps, presented in SI Figure S13. Maps are presented for samples 3 and 8, which exhibited the lowest and highest selectivity to j3 adsorption, respectively, among the 10 total samples. It can be seen that j3 adsorption is more thermodynamically favored in sample 8, based on the warmer colors (e.g., red vs blue) seen on the density map for sample 8 vs sample 3. It can also be seen that the j3 configurations are highly concentrated within the circled region of the figure, and that Al atoms are in close proximity in this region. A ball and stick model of part of the zeolite structure within the region is shown in SI Figure S14, which shows that four Al atoms are located in close proximity within four adjacent rings. This observation suggests that proximate Al sites may play a role in the adsorption selectivity. To understand such an effect, simplified systems having a variety of Al pairs centered on T1 (the most selective T-site) were studied. Specifically, 12 systems were investigated containing 12 different pairs (i.e., T1–T1, T1–T2, ..., and T1–T12 pairs located in different rings of MFI). The locations of the T-sites within the framework structure are identified in the ball and stick model shown in Figure 8.

Figure 9 shows the j3/j1 adsorption selectivity for hexane in MFI for each Al pair. As a comparison, we have also computed the adsorption selectivity for the case where the members of Al pairs are located far away from each other. The results show that the pairing of Al sites can indeed enhance the selectivity to j3 adsorption. For example, by comparing the selectivity of a T1–T10 pair in close proximity to that of a well-separated pair, it can be seen that the presence of a T10 Al site near a T1 site raises the selectivity by 12.7%. Similar results are observed for other pairs such as T1–T1, T1–T8, and T1–T9. Interestingly, we found that the close proximity of Al atoms can also reduce the selectivity to j3 adsorption. For example, the structure with a T1–T4 pair in close proximity exhibits a lower selectivity compared to that of a well separated T1–T4 pair. Notably, experimental studies have also shown that the population of Al pairs can be tuned in MFI, and possibly also in other Si-rich zeolites.67–61 These results indicate that the placement of Al sites in close proximity to one another may be another key design parameter that can be used to manipulate the adsorption selectivity for alkane adsorption and cracking.

We propose that the observed effect of Al proximity on adsorption selectivity relative to isolated Al sites originates from a complex trade-off between energetic and entropic factors introduced by a neighboring Al site. To understand the origins of the effects of neighboring Al atoms on adsorption, density maps are presented in Figure 10 of the configurations of j1 and j3 bonds of hexane adsorbed near paired T1–T10 sites and near individual T1 and T10 sites (data are projected onto the x–y plane; density maps projected onto the x–z and y–z planes can be found in the SI, Figures S15 and S16, respectively). By comparing these density maps, it can be seen that the adsorption of a central bond (j3) for hexane is notably enhanced when T1 and T10 are in close proximity (see Figure 10d) relative to the individual T1 and T10 sites (see Figure 10e,f, respectively). Thus, Al atoms in proximity T1 and T10 sites stabilize the adsorption of hexane via the j3 bond, relative to adsorption at protons associated with isolated Al atoms at the T1 or T10 sites. It is noted that the adsorption of the j1 bond near the paired sites (see Figure 10a) is also enhanced, compared to the individual T1 and T10 sites (see Figure 10bc, respectively), but the enhancement is weaker, resulting in a higher j3/j1 selectivity ratio for the paired sites. Thus, with some arrangements of neighboring T-sites, the second Al site provides an additional interaction relative to an
isolated site such that adsorption of the central bond of the alkane is more preferred relative to the terminal bond, enhancing the selectivity.

The above results can be used to interpret the effect of Si/Al ratio on the adsorption selectivity, discussed in section 3.2. Based on the results presented above, the observed maximum in the selectivity ratio for MFI as a function of Si/Al ratio can be partly explained by the enhancement of the selectivity to central(j3) adsorption associated with Al atoms in close proximity. Using the hexane(j3/j1) selectivity ratio as an example, it can be seen (Figure 2) that the selectivity ratio generally increases as the Si/Al ratio decreases. Given that the probability of finding proximate Al atoms increases as the Si/Al ratio decreases, the larger concentration of Al atoms in close proximity at lower Si/Al ratios may promote the adsorption of central vs terminal bonds. However, after reaching a maximum near a Si/Al ratio of approximately 15, the (j3/j1) selectivity ratio decreases as the Si/Al ratio decreases further. For Si/Al ratios less than 10, it is likely that the Al atom concentration is sufficiently high that the fraction of Al in more complicated ensembles involving, for example, three or more Bronsted-acid sites in proximity may increase. Further study is needed in order to understand these multibody effects on the selectivity ratio. In addition, in contrast to MFI, the selectivity ratio for n-alkanes in some other structures (e.g., FER) was found to decrease as the Si/Al ratio decreases, the opposite of what is observed for MFI. This result indicates that in some cases, the effects of Al atoms being present as pair is to reduce, rather than increase, the selectivity for central C−C adsorption. The effects of the Al proximity on adsorption selectivity is thus expected to be a complex function of characteristics such as the zeolite structure and the siting of the Al pairs.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we investigated the effects of Si/Al ratio and Al distribution on the central-to-terminal bond adsorption selectivity of n-alkanes in Bronsted-acid zeolites. A new computational approach was implemented, which allows us to calculate the specific adsorption of n-alkanes in Bronsted-acid zeolites at different Si/Al ratios. We first verified that the force field used for this work is accurate and transferable, by comparing the simulation results with experimental data for seven zeolites having a range of Si/Al ratios. While optimal Si/Al ratios, for which the selectivity of central vs terminal bond adsorption is maximized, were found to exist for MFI and FER, we also found that the correlation of adsorption selectivity with the Si/Al ratio is relatively weak and does not play a crucial role in determining the selectivity; the selectivity to adsorption of n-hexane via a central(j3) vs terminal(j1) bond remains approximately constant as a function of Si/Al ratio. The Al distribution, on the other hand, was found to significantly affect the adsorption selectivity, and this effect becomes more pronounced when the Si/Al ratio is larger. A nearly two-fold difference in the j3/j1 adsorption selectivity ratio for hexane at 333 K was observed among 10 samples of MFI having random distributions of Al and a Si/Al ratio of 35. Although such variation in the selectivity with respect to the Al distribution becomes smaller at 773 K, a difference in the j3/j1 ratio of as high as 60% can still be observed among the 10 samples. Two main factors—the sitting of Al at different T-sites, as well as the spatial proximity of Al atoms—were found to contribute significantly to the observed variation in adsorption selectivity among 10 samples of a given zeolite structure having different Al distributions. The variation in selectivity among the 10 samples strongly correlated with the variation of the selectivity among individual isolated T-sites. For example, a

Figure 10. Density maps, projected onto the x−y plane, of the (a−c) terminal(j1) and (d−f) central(j3) bond configurations of n-hexane adsorbed in Bronsted-acid MFI at (a,d) a T1-T10 pair with Al atoms located in close proximity, and at isolated (b,e) T1, and (c,f) T10 sites (Color code - green dots: Si atoms; red dots: Al atoms). The color bar reflects the probability of either the j1 or j3 bond being located within square bins of a side length 0.07 Å, with warmer colors representing more favorable positions for adsorption.
higher ratio of the selectivity for central vs terminal bond adsorption of n-hexane (j3/j1) in MFI having a Si/Al ratio of 35 corresponded to Al distributions in which a high fraction of Al is located at T-sites exhibiting high selectivities as isolated sites. Our study shows that T-sites located in a more confined space tend to possess a higher selectivity to central bond adsorption, indicating that the ability to tune the Al distribution among T-sites having different local environments would allow for control of the adsorption selectivity. However, further study is needed in order to establish a quantitative relationship between local geometry and adsorption selectivity. Proximate Al atoms were also found to influence the j3 C−C bond selectivity ratio for hexane, albeit less strongly than the distribution of Al among T-sites. Density maps of the configurations of the bonds of n-hexane adsorbed within MFI having a Si/Al ratio of 35 show that adsorption of the j3 C−C bond can be more favored relative to adsorption of the j1 C−C bond when two Al atoms are present in proximate T sites. Therefore, tuning the Al proximity may offer an additional design parameter to improve the selectivity ratio.

Overall, our results clearly demonstrate that the central-to-terminal selectivity ratio for C−C bond adsorption in zeolites depends primarily on the distribution of Al atoms among the framework T sites, in particular for zeolites having a high Si/Al ratio. As discussed above, recent studies have shown that through the use of advanced zeolite synthesis methods, Al atoms in some zeolites can be placed strategically at specific T-sites, and the distribution of Al atom pairs can also be tailored using known synthesis techniques. The ability to control the Al sitting in zeolites such as MFI and other frameworks possessing heterogeneous pore systems, and thus a large range of the selectivity ratio among different T-sites, would provide opportunities to significantly enhance the selectivity to adsorption of a given C−C bond of an alkane. Given that our recent work has shown that zeolites that are more confining and, therefore, more selective to central C−C bond adsorption, are also more intrinsically selective to cracking of central vs terminal C−C bonds, the ability to computationally screen zeolites based on adsorption selectivity also provides a means for identifying zeolites and/or T-sites that will promote cracking at central locations of an alkane. We anticipate that the findings of this study can be used to guide the rational placement of Brønsted-acid sites.
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